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ABSTRACT 
 

The objective of this study is to design and implement an efficient 

data-driven Agent-Based Model (ABM) of West Nile Virus (WNV) 

spread, considering highly-mobile humans with a high level of 
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heterogeneous properties. The undeniable value of such an ABM is in 

simulating and assessing virtually all epidemiological scenarios and 

prevention strategies. This chapter proposes a Cellular Difference Equation 

(CDiffE) model for adoption in WNV-ABMs. The proposed CDiffE Model 

includes multiple species of birds and humans as hosts for the spread of 

WNV in Southern Manitoba. The migration patterns of different bird 

species, nocturnal biting activities of Culex tarsalis mosquitoes, daily 

temperature and rainfall, and land cover impact are incorporated into the 

model. WNV-related parameters for different bird species are estimated 

according to biological studies on avian viremia. The proposed CDiffE 

updates on an hourly step in order to act as an environment for a 

comprehensive agent-based model of WNV spread among peripatetic 

humans. In general, the model predicts mosquito distribution across the 

province effectively well. The mosquito population trends within the 

model over 15 weeks in approximately 30 communities of Manitoba has 

Pearson and Spearman correlation values of approximately 60% compared 

with the real-world mosquito trap data. The difference equations are 

principally much faster than commonly used differential equation models. 

While the whole system is designed from an agent-based modelling 

perspective at a cellular level, it exhibits biologically compatible behaviour 

at the macro-level scale. The geographical output of the current model can 

be considered a decision support tool for public health policymakers by 

providing risk maps of mosquito densities. In varying the model 

parameters, some theoretically verified as well as counter-intuitive 

findings were observed. 

 

Keywords: agent-based model, cellular difference equation, West Nile 

Virus, public health policy 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

West Nile Virus (WNV) was first isolated from a feverish woman in 

Uganda in 1937 [1]. The arrival of WNV in the American continent occurred 

in New York in 1999 [2]. In Canada, the mosquito infection rate and 

mortality of birds have been used as a proxy for WNV transmission risk. 

The first appearance of infected birds in Manitoba was in 2002 [3]. The 

highest number of human cases associated with WNV for Manitoba was 

reported in 2007 with 587 cases, which includes asymptomatic, 

neurological, non-neurological syndrome, and unclassified cases with 
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positive test results [4]. Unfortunately, there is no specific treatment for 

illness resulting from WNV, and some infected humans suffer from severe 

symptoms such as blurred vision, meningitis, paralysis and eventually 

sometimes death. 

In WNV transmission cycle, certain mosquitoes are vectors; birds act as 

amplifying hosts; and humans are incidental hosts [5–8]. A literature review 

on different species of mosquito vectors, bridge vectors of birds, and their 

traits and habitat preferences is given in the Appendix. These properties are 

essential knowledge when developing transmission models. 

When investigating disease transmission dynamics, differential equation 

(DE) models are among the most noted solutions. Thomas and Urena 

formulated a difference equation for WNV evolution in a mosquito–bird–

human community with parameters for spraying pesticide [9]. Wonham et 

al. developed a single-season classic susceptible-infectious-removed (SIR) 

DE model for WNV transmission in a bird-mosquito population [10]. 

Bowman et al. propose a single-season DE model of WNV transmission 

dynamics in a mosquito–bird–human population [11]. Cruz-Pacheco et al. 

[12] formulate and analyse a DE model of WNV transmission with a focus 

on hosts and estimating the competence of bird species. Simpson et al. [13] 

developed a DE model for WNV transmission with a focus on host feeding 

preferences using one vector species (Cx. pipiens) and two category of 

preferred and non-preferred bird hosts. 

WNV transmission dynamic modelling could go further and include 

integrative studies where spatio-temporal co-occurrence of vectors and 

mobile hosts with heterogeneous population properties are modeled [14]. In 

this context, Agent-Based Models (ABMs) can be designed to combine 

features and strengths of all the DE models mentioned above into a single 

system. ABMs, intrinsically, can incorporate biodiversity of birds and 

mosquitoes, their heterogeneous contacts, and their interaction with mobile 

humans, without making any homogenous assumptions about the population 

or hard-coding any statistical rules/correlations at the system-level. Whereas 

exploring any additional factor in a DE model requires hard-coding of some 

new parameters or even re-designing the whole model at a population-level. 
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Agent-based modelling is a natural and intuitive way of simulating 

systems where individual agents (e.g., people or mosquitoes) play 

significant roles. In this bottom-up approach, the system contains a set of 

autonomous individuals, i.e., agents, interacting based on a set of rules of 

behaviour within an environment. From the micro-level inter-actions 

between agents of the same or different types, the macro-level patterns of 

the system emerge [15]. In WNV epidemiology, the main means of spread 

of the virus is the interaction cycles within different agent types (specifically 

birds and mosquitoes). This makes ABMs an ideal tool to investigate the 

epidemiology of WNV. Additionally, human behaviour and their 

community structure has an indisputable effect on the spread of an infectious 

virus (e.g., flu) [16, 17]. Yet, these factors are generally neglected in WNV 

models as humans are dead-end WNV hosts. Depending on the level of 

details implemented in an ABM, the role of each characteristic/trait of 

various mosquito and bird species in the WNV epidemiological system may 

be investigated. Also, to capture even more dynamics and phenomena, the 

model alterations can be done at an individual-level, if need be. More 

importantly, the impact of some uncertain intervention strategies and control 

scenarios can be effectively assessed. For example, one may wonder if 

building a school near a pond or a small stagnant lake (i.e., a potential hot-

spot for mosquitoes) would make any difference to WNV prevalence in an 

area. In a WNV-ABM, it is very straightforward to discover how agents 

(e.g., people/mosquitoes) would respond to a change in the environmental 

conditions. 

While the ABMs have been extensively applied in health care 

applications [18–21], its use in the WNV literature is rather scant. In [22], 

using the Repast toolkit, an ABM is constructed for an area of 165 km2 in 

Cook County, Illinois, US modelled as a raster map. Three bird species of 

black-capped chickadee, blue jay, and American crow are considered in their 

work. A set of differential equations are used for virus transmission 

dynamics. Land cover, temperature and rainfall are used to tune the 

mosquito population. However, detailed equations, parameters and results 

are not presented. Another ABM with no human component is proposed by 

Bouden et al. [23] with a focus on larviciding practices. This ABM 
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disregards the impact of land cover and considers one mosquito site per an 

entire municipality in southern Quebec, Canada. Their mosquito agents 

include two primarily bird biting species of Cx pipiens and Cx restuans with 

a constant biting rate during a 24-hour daily step. The total length of roads 

in each municipality is used to tune total mosquito population of the entire 

municipality. The bird agents are also classified into two groups of 

competent crows and the remainder with average parameters. The DE model 

in [10] with modifications to incorporate weather impacts are used for virus 

transmission dynamics. Central to all models, the lack of sufficient field data 

affects the model’s calibration process. A review of these models and some 

other related ABMs can be found in [8].  

Out of the WNV models reviewed, the work of Bouden et al. [23] is 

conceptually most similar to the proposed work. However, differences to our 

work are found in several key areas. For instance, the authors in [23] use 

differential equations applied at the level of the municipality, the two 

category of birds are treated as mobile roost agents, and time advances are 

implemented on a daily step. Our work applies differences equations, which 

are inherently faster than differential equations for numerical simulation. 

Also, our work applies a difference equation to each mosquito cell, which is 

a much more fine-grained implementation. Our model consists of many 

different bird species, yet their movement are considered at a less detailed 

scale. Finally, our work implements hourly time-steps, trading speed for 

more fine-grained outputs.  

In this chapter, a data-driven Cellular Difference Equation (CDiffE) 

model, including a human component and multiple species of birds, is 

proposed to be used in ABMs for WNV propagation. As one of the goals 

here was to develop WNV simulation software for Manitoba, the 

implementation of the CDiffE is based on the data available form (or 

appropriate for) this region. Yet, the model design is more general and 

applicable to other areas. Compared to difference equation models, 

differential equation models have been applied more often in both WNV and 

ABM literature [8], and this chapter demonstrates that difference equation 

models offer a valuable approach to optimizing the trade-off between a 

model’s computational complexity and its inherent ability to consider 
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multiple agent types at very fine-grained and individual profile levels. 

Difference equations are inherently faster for numerical computations, as 

they do not require a slow ordinary differential equation (ODE) solver to be 

triggered in each iteration of the algorithm. That is vital for ABMs as they 

generally suffer from computational complexities, as such, difference 

equations fit better within their realm. The proposed difference equation 

model is cellular as it requires the spatial input domain to be rasterized. The 

model considers landscape features, temperature and rainfall, circadian 

changes in mosquito behaviour, weekly bird migration patterns, and bird 

characteristics by species. The model output is validated against carbon 

dioxide baited trap data in terms of Pearson and Spearman correlations.  

 

 

METHODS 

 

In this section, the proposed cellular model is described. The region of 

study (i.e., Manitoba) is modeled as a grid map where each cell represents a 

5 km x 5 km mosquito site (Figure 1). Each mosquito site (or cell) has its 

own unique landscape features and is assigned to a rural municipality's 

weather station. There are around 6,000 mosquito sites covering the scope 

of the model in Southern Manitoba. The main mosquito species considered 

in the model is Cx. tarsalis. Around 150 different species of bird, including 

local and migratory birds known to be infected with WNV, are present in 

Manitoba in summer. The data about the location and population count of 

these different bird species are collected [24]. These locations are referred 

to as bird roosts. A roost is where birds spend their night. Unlike the 

mosquito sites, sizes of different roosting sites are different and may be 

shared by more than one bird species at a time. In the model, due to 

differences of various bird species (such as different virus competence 

indices), a bird roost is considered for every single species of bird located at 

the same roosting site. From an ABM perspective, mosquito sites and bird 

roosts are agents in the model. 

Using the BAM (Boreal Avian Modelling) [25] estimation method in 

[24], there are over 70,000 bird roosts in the model. Each mosquito site is 
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associated with a number of bird roosts depending on the size and 

coordinates of the roost, and the home range of the bird. On average, each 

mosquito site is covered by (and consequently linked to) 30 bird roosts.  

 

 

Figure 1. Southern Manitoba map showing the mosquito grid as an overlay. 

 

Difference Equation Model Basis 

 

An instance of the proposed difference equation model is cloned in each 

mosquito cell (site). In every hourly time-step, the equations update for all 

the active mosquito sites. The dynamics of all agents (mosquito sites, bird 

roosts, and humans) update based on the proposed set of difference 

equations, which consider the interactions of the following key parameters: 

Daily mean Temperature, T, Daily Rainfall, R, and the Landscape descriptor, 

L. The proposed difference equation model is built upon the differential 

equation model of Wonham et al. [10] using the approach in Lewis et al. 
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[26] with further extensions to include humans, various birds species, and 

impact of temperature, rainfall, and landscape features (so-called land 

use/cover).  

The core of the proposed difference equation model has some 

fundamental changes compared to Lewis et al.'s [26]. A key change is that 

the equations are modified to include multiple bird species, making the 

contact rate and the probability of transmission of virus from an infectious 

mosquito to a bird different for various bird species. Also, some other 

extensions are incorporated to include human components and the impact of 

changes in the population of birds due to migration. The core of the proposed 

difference equation model is as follows, with the parameter definitions in 

Table 1. 

Mosquito Equations: 

 

𝑀𝑎(𝑡 + 1) = 𝑟 (1 − 𝜇𝑎)(𝑀𝑠(𝑡) + 𝑀𝑖(𝑡)) + (1 − 𝜇𝑎)(1 − 𝛾)𝑀𝑎(𝑡)  

 (1) 

 

𝑀𝑠(𝑡 + 1) = (1 − 𝜇𝑚)(1 − 𝛽𝑚)
𝑒𝑚(𝑡) 𝑀𝑠(𝑡) + (1 − 𝜇𝑚) 𝛾 𝑀𝑎(𝑡)  

 (2) 

 

𝑀𝑖(𝑡 + 1) = (1 − 𝜇𝑚)(1 − (1 − 𝛽𝑚)
𝑒𝑚(𝑡)) 𝑀𝑠(𝑡) + (1 − 𝜇𝑚)𝑀𝑖(𝑡)

 (3) 

 

where  

 

𝑒𝑚(𝑡) =
∑ 𝑏𝑗𝐵𝑖

𝑗(𝑡) 𝑗

𝐻𝑡(𝑡)+∑ 𝐵𝑡
𝑗

𝑗 (𝑡)
  (4) 

 

Bird Equations: 

 

𝐵𝑠
𝑗(𝑡 + 1) = [(1 − 𝛽𝑏

𝑗
)
𝑒𝑏
𝑗
(𝑡)
𝐵𝑠
𝑗(𝑡)] 𝜂𝑗(𝑡𝑤) + 𝐵𝑚

𝑗
(𝑡𝑤) (5) 
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𝐵𝑖
𝑗(𝑡 + 1) = [(1 − 𝛿𝑗) (1 − (1 − 𝛽𝑏

𝑗
)
𝑒𝑏
𝑗
(𝑡)
)𝐵𝑠

𝑗(𝑡) + (1 − 𝛿𝑗)(1 −

𝜁𝑏
𝑗
)𝐵𝑖

𝑗(𝑡)] 𝜂𝑗(𝑡𝑤) (6) 

 

𝐵𝑟
𝑗(𝑡 + 1) = [ 𝜁𝑏

𝑗
𝐵𝑖
𝑗(𝑡) + 𝐵𝑟

𝑗(𝑡) ] 𝜂𝑗(𝑡𝑤) (7) 

 

where 

𝑒𝑏
𝑗
(𝑡) =

𝑏𝑗𝑀𝑖(𝑡)

𝐻𝑡(𝑡)+∑ 𝐵𝑡
𝑗
(𝑡)𝑗

  (8) 

 

𝐵𝑚
𝑗
(𝑡𝑤) = {

𝐵𝑤
𝑗
(𝑡𝑤) − 𝐵𝑡

𝑗
(𝑡𝑤) ; 𝐵𝑤

𝑗 (𝑡𝑤) > 𝐵𝑡
𝑗
(𝑡𝑤) 

0 ; 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
 (9) 

 

𝜂𝑗(𝑡𝑤) = {
1 ; 𝐵𝑤

𝑗 (𝑡𝑤) > 𝐵𝑡
𝑗
(𝑡𝑤) 

𝐵𝑤
𝑗 (𝑡𝑤)

𝐵𝑡
𝑗
(𝑡𝑤)

; 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
 (10) 

 

Human Equations: 

 

𝐻𝑠(𝑡 + 1) = (1 − 𝛽ℎ)
𝑒ℎ(𝑡)𝐻𝑠(𝑡) (11) 

 

𝐻𝑖(𝑡 + 1) = (1 − (1 − 𝛽ℎ)
𝑒ℎ(𝑡))𝐻𝑠(𝑡) + (1 − 𝜁ℎ)𝐻𝑖(𝑡) (12) 

 

𝐻𝑟(𝑡 + 1) = 𝜁ℎ𝐻𝑖(𝑡) + 𝐻𝑟(𝑡) (13) 

 

where 

 

𝑒ℎ(𝑡) =
𝑏ℎ𝑀𝑖(𝑡)

𝐻𝑡(𝑡)+∑ 𝐵𝑡
𝑗
(𝑡)𝑗

 (14) 

 

is the expected number of times a human is bitten by an infectious mosquito 

at the time-step t. Similarly, 𝑒𝑏
𝑗
(𝑡) is the expected number of times a bird of 
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specie j is bitten by an infectious mosquito, and em (t) is the expected number 

of times a mosquito bites an infectious bird. Also, the two parameters of 

𝐵𝑚
𝑗
(𝑡𝑤) and 𝜂𝑗(𝑡𝑤) keep track of changes in the population of birds of 

species j in week tw according to the real weekly population data (Bw).  
 

Table 1. General Notations 
 

 Mosquito Birds Human 

State variables    

Aquatic stage (including eggs and larvae) Ma   

Susceptible (adult) Ms Bs Hs 

Infectious (adult) Mi Bi Hi 

Recovered (adult)  Br Hr 

Total adults  Bt Ht 

Core parameters    

Reproduction (combining egg laying and larval hatching) r   

Maturation probability (i.e., developing into adult mosquitoes) γ   

Natural death probability (for aquatic and adult mosquitoes) µa , µm   

Probability of death due to infection (for birds)  δ  

Probability of virus transmission to βm βb βh 

Mosquito biting on host 

(no of bites per mosquito per time step) 

 B bh 

Probability of recovery from virus  ζb ζh 

Virus incubation probability km   

Bird migration parameters    

Weekly real-world count of population  Bw  

Number of (weekly) immigrant birds   Bm  

Proportion of (weekly) emigrant birds  η  

Dynamic parameters    

Mean daily positive Temperature (in Celsius)  T   

Daily Rainfall (in mm) R   

Mean correlation between mosquito land cover and virus L   

Daylight hours D   

Other variables/parameters    

Species index (for birds)  j  

Normalized host competency index (for birds)  c  

Average hourly probability of biting on hosts  b̅ b̅ 

Expected number of contacts with an infectious agent em eb eh 

Hourly time-step t t t 

Weekly time-step tw tw tw 

Ratio of mosquito biting activities between nights and days ω > 1   

Ratio of biting on birds to biting on humans λ > 1   

Importance of landscape features for mosquito habitat wL   
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Therefore at the beginning of each week, the total number of each bird 

species 𝐵𝑡
𝑗
(𝑡𝑤) will match the real-world count of bird species 𝐵𝑤

𝑗
(𝑡𝑤) that 

are present during the week (tw). A value of less than one for η implies the 

real-world estimated population is less than the number of bird species 

within the simulation. As such, a proportion of birds from all compartments 

are assumed to leave the model scope (e.g., due to migration). Whereas when 

η is greater than one, (immigrant) birds are added to the susceptible 

compartment. As noted in Table 1, the variables t and tw indicate time-steps 

whereas the subscript t in Bt and Ht denotes the total value of its associated 

state variable (i.e., B for bird population and H for human population). 
 

 

Weather and Landscape Impacts 
 

The core difference equation model is further modified to take into 

account the impacts of daily weather (i.e., T and R) variations and landscape 

features (L). As a result, reproduction per time-unit, hourly maturation (or 

development) probability, and hourly probability of natural death of aquatic 

and adult mosquitoes in mosquito dynamics equations update on a daily 

basis according to the weather functions proposed in [27]. The mosquitoes 

biting rate (i.e., number per unit of time) is also a function of temperature 

and host preference, and is accounted for in the model. The parameters of 

the weather functions from [27] are then tuned to the weather and mosquito 

surveillance data in Southern Manitoba. This calibration procedure is 

explained in a later section. 

The reproduction parameter also depends on the different classes of land 

use/cover present in a mosquito site/cell (i.e., the parameter L). For each 

mosquito site, the proportional area of each land cover class is known. 

According to the Manitoba Land Initiative [28], there are 18 known and one 

unknown class of land cover identified in our land cover/use dataset. The 

landscape descriptor, L, evaluates the habitat suitability of a mosquito cell 

based on the land cover types present in the cell. The impact of this 

parameter (L) on mosquito reproduction is controlled by another weight 

parameter, denoted as wL. The exact mathematical relation of all these 
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parameters to the proposed core Difference Equation (DiffE) model can be 

found in the Appendix. 

 

 

Multiple Bird Species and Rates 

 

The model assumes that the transmission probability from an infected 

mosquito bite to a bird is 100% [29]. Second, there is no infected bird 

compartment in our proposed difference equation model, but only the 

infectious bird compartment. This means a bird is marked as infectious only 

if the infected bird has the competency to transmit the virus to another 

mosquito vector. Otherwise, the infected bird remains a susceptible bird in 

the model. 

Reservoir competence indices of an infected bird describe the relative 

proportion of vector mosquitoes that become infectious after feeding on such 

a bird [29, 30]. Host competence indices are calculated from species viremia 

level reported in [29–40]. Indices are then normalized to be between zero 

and one. These indices help estimate the probability of transmission between 

bird and mosquito, given the contact rate. The exact reasoning and formula 

to derive host competence indices can be found in [30]. Normalized host 

competence indices for some of the birds’ species can be found in the 

Appendix. 

It is notable that a natural death is not possible for birds as the model is 

seasonal (i.e., it runs only for one spring and summer per simulation year). 

However, the data-driven weekly variations in bird population is accounted 

for in the proposed CDiffE model. Where the experimental studies are 

available for a species, death (due to infection) and recovery rates are 

estimated, and the corresponding probabilities are then calculated. Where 

the experimental data are missing for a species, estimation of death and 

recovery rates for each species are estimated from average values of other 

species in the same family or order where data is available. Exact 

mathematical details and the estimated daily rates and hourly probabilities 

for a number of bird species can be found in the Appendix. 
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Moreover, the majority of host-seeking activities of Culex mosquito 

occurs at nights [41, 42], and this is reflected in the average hourly biting 

probability. It is notable that the biting rate (i.e., the number of bites made 

per mosquito per time step) on humans is much lower than the birds’ biting 

rate. More discussion on the biting rates and probabilities as well as the 

details of modelling mosquito nocturnal activities can be found in the 

Appendix. 

 

 

Avian Flow 

 

In WNV epidemiology, the movement of birds is not as critical to the 

model as their roosting activities [43, 44]. The reason is that the majority of 

birds get bitten and infected while they roost. As such, spotting a bird roost 

is more influential than modelling bird (long-distance) movement patterns. 

Yet, short flights to surrounding areas in search of food is the primary way 

of spreading the infection. Generally, the breeding seasons of the birds in 

the system are within the span of simulation time (i.e., spring/summer). 

Given this and the tendency to simplify the computational complexity of the 

avian flow, birds were assumed to remain close to their nesting locations at 

nights, and to fly around during the day within their home-range but still 

close to their nests. Therefore, the value of total number of birds per each 

mosquito cell is different depending on the hour of the day. 

A typical bird roost is covered by a number of mosquito site agents. 

After each time-step, some birds of a roost may become infectious as a result 

of contact with different mosquito (site) agents. Therefore, at the beginning 

of the next step, there is a probability that a bird that became infectious from 

the mosquito site X would spread the infection to the mosquito site Y, as 

long as both mosquito sites X and Y reside within the home range of the 

bird. Basically at each time-step, the total population of birds of a roost is 

split proportionally among all the mosquito sites covered by the birds, 

assuming a homogenous and well-mixed population of bird agents.  

Moreover, unlike the classical assumption of difference and differential 

equation models where every vector (mosquito) could bite and infect every 
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host (birds), it is considered that only a certain proportion of mosquitoes in 

a site could bite birds of a certain roost provided that the roost is not 

completely covered by the mosquito site. 

Each species of bird has different home ranges and may fly up to a 

certain maximum distance for their food seeking activities. While the 

average number of birds present in the simulation per mosquito cells can be 

calculated, the actual number of birds per each mosquito cell is quite 

different at each hour. The weekly trends of average number of birds per 

mosquito cell is given in Figure 2. At the beginning of the simulation, the 

figure is over 11,000. It then goes up with a few fluctuations during the 

spring and summer until the last weeks of simulations where it gradually 

decreases to an approximate value of 8,000. 

 

 

Figure 2. Weekly trends of average number of birds per mosquito cell. 

 

PARAMETER CALIBRATION AND MODEL VALIDATION 

 

Parameter calibration is achieved by comparing the total mosquito count 

in the model against the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) carbon dioxide 

baited trap data [4]. The trap data are the number of mosquitoes per 
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collection night, which can be inferred as the average weekly count of total 

mosquitoes. These data were available from the CDC week 22 to CDC week 

36 (a total of 15 weeks) for approximately 30 communities in Manitoba from 

2004 to 2014 [4]. The data from 2004 to 2013 are used as training data for 

calibration and tuning purposes, and the data from 2014 is then used for 

validation as the test data.  

In the model, the count of total adult mosquitoes from all mosquito sites 

of each community is recorded only at mid-night to avoid overestimating the 

nightly population counts. This is conceptually similar to having mosquito 

traps run for an hour each night. This figure is then divided by the number 

of days in a week and the total area of mosquito sites in each community, so 

that the average nightly count/density per one km2 is obtained for each 

community each week. For the calibration purposes, the output for each 

simulated year is defined as a matrix of these average weekly mosquito 

counts. The matrix has around 30 rows (for communities) and 15 columns 

(for weeks). The correlation between this simulation output matrix and the 

trap data matrix are then calculated for each year. The average correlation 

between simulation output and trap data for years 2004 to 2013 is used as a 

fitness function in the optimization algorithm. While the optimization 

algorithm could be any metaheuristic search algorithm, we employed the 

Grouped Bees Algorithm [45] in conjunction with the OptQuest 

optimization engine [46]. 

The correlation between the simulation output and the trap data indicates 

how well the model predicts weekly trends of mosquito population counts 

in different locations/communities. It also captures variations in mosquito 

distributions over different locations/communities in a certain week. 

Unfortunately, the ratio of the number of captured mosquito to the actual 

population of mosquito varies by region and month [60]. Based on the 

experiments in [60], it may be inferred that a captured Culex tarsalis 

mosquito represents around 300 mosquitoes over one km2 in August. 

Consequently, a simplifying assumption was made that the scaling factor of 

300 remains the same in the entire simulation time. More discussion on the 

calibration challenges can be found in the Appendix. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

Calibration Results 

 

The calibration process results in acceptable trends of mosquito 

population dynamics for both test and training data. The calibration 

procedure can also end up with different sets of solutions, depending on how 

the weights and penalties are set in the fitness function. Furthermore, 

surprisingly, the weight (wL) of landscape factor (L) on mosquito habitat was 

set at a relatively low (and positive) value. A discussion on this parameter is 

given in the Appendix. 

Here, the solutions for three general cases of correlation-oriented, 

population-oriented, and balanced-approach are presented as examples. 

Three evaluation metrics of Spearman’s rank-order correlation, Pearson 

correlation and logarithmic-scale population ratio for each solution is given 

in Table 2, where the logarithmic-scale population ratio is defined as 

 

Pop. Ratio =
ln(𝑃𝑠)

ln(𝑃𝑡 × 300)
 

 

where Pt is the total number of weekly captured mosquitoes from the trap 

data for each year and Ps is the sum of average weekly density of mosquitoes 

per one km2 in selected communities (i.e., corresponding to the trap data 

communities) generated by the simulation for each year. 

According to Table 2, the correlation-oriented solutions have higher 

correlations (both Spearman and Pearson) with an average of approximately 

60% in all years (including both training and test years). The Population-

oriented solutions have the lowest correlation values but the highest 

population ratio with an average of approximately 73% in all years. The 

balanced-approach solutions fall in between with an average of 

approximately 52% correlation and 68% population ratio. A correlation 

value of around 60% for weekly variations over various regions may not be 

considered a high value. However, in a WNV study on birds infection rates 

in Ontario, Canada [47], the Pearson correlation between observed and 
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predicted values for monthly variations in Ontario (i.e., only a single 

location) fall between 60% to 63% for training and test data using an 

artificial neural network technique. It is notable that neural networks are 

theorized to be universal approximators with acceptable accuracy. 

 

Table 2. Calibration results; for three different sets of solutions, values 

of correlation between trap data and simulation output for training 

and test years, as well as ratio of mosquito population in simulations to 

trap data are reported 

 

Training 

years 

Correlation-oriented Population-oriented Balanced-approach 

Pearson Spearman Pop. 

Ratio 

Pearson Spearman Pop. 

Ratio 

Pearson Spearman Pop. 

Ratio 

2004 62% 60% 54% 76% 65% 65% 73% 66% 61% 

2005 90% 71% 54% 68% 65% 70% 86% 67% 61% 

2006 61% 39% 64% 22% 22% 79% 38% 29% 72% 

2007 44% 52% 53% 4% 15% 70% 24% 29% 62% 

2008 86% 70% 53% 63% 69% 64% 78% 70% 60% 

2009 18% 32% 64% 23% 28% 76% 23% 27% 70% 

2010 77% 71% 63% 28% 56% 78% 55% 63% 69% 

2011 79% 58% 63% 54% 55% 75% 66% 56% 70% 

2012 73% 52% 62% 39% 42% 76% 56% 45% 69% 

2013 35% 45% 66% 12% 50% 79% 28% 43% 72% 

Average 62% 55% 59% 39% 47% 73% 53% 50% 68% 

Test 

year 

         

2014 73% 64% 59% 51% 61% 74% 62% 60% 68% 

 

Although direct numerical comparison between the two models is not 

necessarily meaningful, there are conceptual links between the two. 

Generally, high number of mosquitoes is correlated with high number of 

infection in both mosquitoes and birds, assuming the presence of the virus. 

However, this should not be taken to imply that neural networks cannot 

achieve greater predictive power for WNV epidemiology. The value of 

proposed CDiffE model, and in particular agent-based modelling, in this 

context is in construction of a virtual simulation framework in order to assess 

many different influential factors in WNV epidemiology before putting them 

in practice. Such simulators will help to elucidate the underlying mechanism 
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of WNV propagation. Generally transparent simulation methods such as 

ABM provide insight into the subject of study in comparison with the black 

box approach offered by soft computing techniques such as neural networks. 

Further discussion of the table is presented later. 

 

 

Model Validation 

 

Overall, according to Table 2, the model has an acceptable predictive 

power of approximately 60% in terms of correlation between the trap data 

and simulation output for mosquito population dynamics. To provide a better 

visual insight into these quantities, two more figures are presented. First, 

Figure 3 compares the scaled weekly trend of total trapped mosquitoes from 

the data against the weekly mosquito densities generated by simulation using 

the balanced-approach solution. The figure is depicted for all the years from 

2004 to 2014. In most years the trends of mosquito population dynamics in 

simulation output is close to the total number of mosquitoes collected 

weekly in Manitoba traps.  

The worst performances are for years 2009 and 2007. 2007 is when the 

highest number of WNV human cases and captured mosquito counts were 

observed in Manitoba. For some reasons, in 2007, a primary peak of 

mosquito (host-seeking) activity was observed in week 26 whereas the 

simulation does not capture any unusual increases in mosquito population. 

This might be due to unexpected changes in bird populations. In current 

simulations, bird populations are assumed to have the same migration 

patterns and roosting locations in all the simulated years. It is notable to 

mention that the trap data provides information on female host-seeking 

mosquitoes, not actually the count for the entire mosquito population. This 

means if there are not many hosts to feed on, there may not be many host-

seeking mosquitoes, despite having a highly mosquito-populated area. On 

the other hand, if there are no real available hosts, then the traps, as they 

mimic a possible host by releasing CO2, may even capture more mosquitoes.  
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Figure 3. Weekly trends of sum of scaled trap data versus simulation’s weekly 

mosquito densities for 2004 to 2014. 

Generally, when rain of around 10 mm to 25 mm with temperature of 

occasionally 20°C (or slightly above it) occurs in the same week, the model 

fails to flush a sufficient number of larvae. Therefore, we often observe a 

visible increase (or maybe a jump depending on temperature) in the number 

of mosquitoes in the model, whereas a drop or only a slight increase is 

expected. The impacts were strong enough in some years (e.g., 2009 and 

2013) to significantly drop the correlation values. Examples of such co-

incident events include week 32 in 2007, weeks 25 and 32 in 2009, and 

weeks 26 and 34 in 2013. 
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Source: Manitoba Health [4]. 

Figure 4. Side-by-side comparison of weekly distribution of mosquitoes across the 

province according to the trap data and simulation. 
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It can be seen, in general, in the last weeks of simulations, the system 

has more mosquitoes than the trap data suggests. This is most likely due to 

diapause [48], when mosquitoes become dormant towards the fall based on 

the changing daylight length. Put differently, in those relatively cool weeks, 

there are still mosquitoes in the area, but they are not active enough to get 

captured at the traps. Incorporating the diapause process would be 

particularly important to obtain a better fit of mosquito population, if the 

simulation had to capture whole year dynamics. Moreover, always in week 

22, the simulation has more mosquitoes than the trap data, which likely is 

because of the initial simulation conditions. For further visual comparison, 

Figure 4 compares the mosquito geographic distribution in a number of 

weeks between the simulation and trap data in Manitoba. For each week, in 

Figure 4, two images are shown: (1) trap data of the week on left [4], (2) 

mosquito density generated by the simulation during the same week on right. 

The simulation screenshots for this experiment were taken while the 

simulation was running for the test year of 2014. It is immediately clear from 

the screenshots in Figure 4 that the model output correctly identifies the 

mosquito patterns at the province-scale. Figure 4 also suggests the Victoria 

beach area could be a potential hot spot for mosquito activities; however, no 

mosquito trap is installed there to judge this conjecture. This must be mainly 

due to the generally warm weather conditions of this area over a long period 

of time. In fact, in most years in our dataset, the vicinity of the Victoria beach 

was one of the hottest areas in the province from the middle of July until the 

first weeks of September. Further discussion on this experiment is given in 

the Appendix. 

 

 

Infectious Propagation 

 

Simulations on infection propagation demonstrated that the birds are the 

main factors for spreading WNV to distant areas. As an example, the test 

year of 2014 was selected as the input for the simulation of this section. A 

total of half a percent (0.005) of mosquito population was set to be infectious 

by infecting half of the population of one percent of mosquito cells/sites.  



 

 

 

Figure 5. Left: The number of total adult and infected adult mosquitoes in a logarithmic-scale; Right: Daily values of mean Temperature 

(°C) and mean Rainfall (mm). 
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Figure 6. The distribution of infected mosquitoes across the province in a number of 

weeks for an arbitrary input climate. 
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The number of initially infected mosquitoes is high enough to initially 

infect a few of birds before those mosquitoes die out. Therefore, it is quite 

reasonable to assume some competent birds at those initially infected 

mosquito sites are infectious until they either recover or die. 

Figure 5 shows variation of daily rainfall, temperature, and the number 

of total mosquitoes and infected ones for this simulation in a logarithmic-

scale. Figure 6 illustrates the spread of the infection across the province over 

a number of weeks. Week 21 in Figure 6 shows the initial location of 

infected mosquito sites in a lime color. These mosquitoes infect some birds 

around them. By the middle of week 29 (i.e., day no. 194), the majority of 

the infected mosquitoes die out as the map is entirely blue, but there still 

exist some infectious birds. Beginning the week 32, the infection in 

mosquitoes has begun emerging mostly in the areas close to the initially 

infected mosquito sites as these areas have the highest number of infectious 

birds, and they may still have infected mosquitoes. The infectious birds from 

these areas could fly over other mosquito sites and spread WNV to them. 

During the weeks 34-35, a rather sharp increase occurs in the population of 

mosquitoes in mosquito-favored areas, such as the Victoria Beach on top 

right of the map. Therefore, these highly mosquito-populated sites have a 

relatively high probability of biting an infectious bird, even though there 

were not any infectious birds/mosquitoes, initially. Later on, at the beginning 

of week 39, the mosquitoes activities (and consequently the number of 

infected mosquitoes) is reduced everywhere due to changes in weather 

conditions. Figure 6 confirms the avian flow of the system is in a significant 

factor in WNV propagation to other locations.  

 

 

Sensitivity Report 

 

The primary findings of the Sensitivity Analysis were that the output of 

the CDiffE is sensitive to all the key inputs (i.e., temperature, rainfall, and 

land cover factor). Increasing the value of wL (i.e., Landscape impact) yields 

an increase in the average Pearson correlation between the trap data and 

simulation output. Increases in daily temperature and rainfall values up to 
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some thresholds also increase mosquito infection rates, although, 

temperature has a more influential impact.  

 

 

Figure 7. Variations of weekly infection ratio, being averaged for 2003 to 2014, with 

respect to changes in the daily value of Rainfall (R). 

 

Figure 8. Variations of weekly infection ratio, being averaged for 2003 to 2014, with 

respect to changes in the daily value of mean Temperature (T). 
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For the brevity, changes to the value of wL is not discussed here, but can 

be found in the Appendix. In addition to the three evaluation metrics of 

mosquito population, a weekly infection ratio is calculated for mosquitoes 

during the simulations. The weekly infection ratio can be used to decide 

whether an input scenario results in an outbreak depending on the 

competence-level of target hosts. Figure 7 and Figure 8 demonstrate changes 

of the ‘total average’ and ‘average of yearly maxima’ of weekly infection 

ratios with respect to changes in daily values of mean temperature and 

rainfall for all the years from 2003 to 2014. For each input value of the 

horizontal axes in Figure 7 and Figure 8, the values of Rainfall and 

Temperature for all days were changed accordingly. For example, an input 

value of -10 mm in Figure 7 means 10 mm is subtracted from the rainfall 

values of all simulated days (and truncated at zero). Similarly a value of 

10°C on the horizontal axis in Figure 8 means 10°C is added to the mean 

daily temperature of all simulated days. The temperature value is also 

truncated at zero (i.e., it never has a negative value). 

Both maximum and average weekly infection ratios have similar trends 

as shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8. Overall, the two plots indicate the model 

is extremely sensitive to weather conditions as expected. 

The desired level and frequency of rainfall for mosquitoes is 

controversial [14, 49, 50]. An in depth discussion on the impacts of 

precipitation needs to address the difference in the mosquito species across 

the different studies. However, it is generally safe to assume that wet 

weather conditions amplify the occurrence of mosquito-borne diseases [51]. 

According to Figure 6, if the amount of daily rainfall for each day increases 

by 2 to 32 mm, a visible increase occurs in weekly infection ratios, compared 

to a change of zero mm in daily rainfalls. This change has three phases of a 

sharp positive increase, followed by a relatively constant interval, and a 

sharp decrease. The double-sided effect of rainfall can be explained through 

mosquito habitat preferences for breeding and a larvae flushing effect of 

heavy rainfalls. This trend verifies the fact that small increases in rainfall 

generally create more stagnant water for mosquitoes to lay eggs, whereas 

heavy rainfall flushes and kills them [52]. The other interesting and less 

intuitive phenomenon was slight changes of infection ratios for negative 
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values of the horizontal axis (i.e., rainfall changes) in Figure 7. While it may 

not be visible in the plot-scale of Figure 7, the rainfall change of -40 to -15 

mm resulted in a slightly higher infection ratio, compared to rainfall changes 

of -15 to 0 mm. This means the mosquitoes may do slightly better in drought 

conditions compared to normal rainfall conditions. The impact on 

mosquitoes’ predators and victims may be the reason that mosquitoes do 

slightly better in drought even though low rainfall may not have created new 

breeding locations for mosquitoes. In fact, at first glance, drought reduces 

the necessary water for mosquito breeding, but further investigation 

provides facts to reinforce a drought hypothesis in favor of mosquito habitat 

[51, 53, 54]. 

By comparing the amplitude of infection ratio changes in Figure 7 and 

Figure 8, it is evident that mosquito dynamics are considerably more 

sensitive to temperature than precipitation. This is confirmed by biological 

studies as the temperature affects more mosquito conditions such as 

reproduction rate, biting rate and even WNV incubation period [14, 49, 52, 

55–61]. The general trend of the plot of Figure 8 indicates increasing the 

mean daily temperature generally increases the infection ratio at different 

rates up to a high temperature where mosquitoes begin to die out due to 

extremely hot temperatures. Figure 8 suggests if the mean temperature of 

every day increases to over 20°C the death rate of mosquitoes would be so 

high that infection ratio would probably decline.  

 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The primary contribution of this chapter toward an enhanced 

understanding of WNV transmission is the proposal and validation of a 

comprehensive and efficient cellular difference equation (CDiffE) structure 

for modelling WNV dynamics for adoption in data-driven WNV-ABMs. 

Differential Equations or other aggregative approaches do not have the 

capacity to capture WNV at a fine-grained scale. Straight ABMs are too 

expensive to model virus transmissions at the agent-levels (i.e., triggering 

rules per every single mosquito). In a hybrid ABM-based approach, 
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difference equations should be exploited as opposed to differential 

equations. In addition, a cellular map, as opposed to polygon-shaped 

boundaries [23] or virtual networks [62], makes it easy to effectively analyze 

spatial aspects of WNV such as human mobility. This chapter showed how 

hybrid methods can effectively capture the spatio-temporal dynamics with 

an acceptable accuracy and computational cost. 

This chapter focussed on including as many WNV factors related to 

mosquito population dynamics as possible. The parameters of the difference 

equation are temperature- and rainfall-driven during the mosquito season. 

The impacts of landscape features (i.e., land cover) are included in the 

equations. Multiple species of local and migratory birds with their weekly 

migration patterns are considered as the amplifying hosts in the equations. 

Human agents as the dead-end hosts are included in the set of proposed 

equations. The twilight times are employed to set the mosquito biting rates. 

These parameters, specific to southern Manitoba [24], are fed into the 

simulations for numerical analyses. The parameters regarding the mosquito 

population development are calibrated based on the trap data available from 

the Manitoba government. For over 150 bird species, WNV-related 

parameters, such as competence indices and recovery rates (and 

probabilities), are estimated based on viremia studies. 

As part of model validation, variation of mosquito densities over 15 

weeks during the spring and summer for the years 2004 to 2014 is compared 

against the simulation outputs. Generally, simulations produce close trends 

of mosquito population to the actual mosquito population. The system 

identifies the patterns of mosquito density in approximately 30 communities 

over 15 weeks, relatively well.  

A key contribution of the chapter is that given a set of input climate data, 

the system could be used as a tool to detect whether the mosquito population 

would be increasing, decreasing or staying constant, assuming no 

unexpected changes to bird conditions and land cover structures. The model 

output can be used as risk maps for guiding practitioners and public health 

authorities in Manitoba.  

Key findings from the simulations suggest the vicinity of Victoria Beach 

in Manitoba has a relatively high potential to be a home-base for Culex 
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mosquitoes. Installing mosquito traps in its proximity may be an option for 

the local health authorities, considering the operational expenses. The 

simulations predict that global warming has a drastic impact on mosquito 

population if no larviciding program is in effect. Moreover, the simulations 

exhibit biologically compatible behaviour for extreme weather conditions 

such as drought where mosquitoes could do relatively well in retaining their 

population. 

The proposed CDiffE model on its own can be seen as a cellular agent-

based model. Direct applications to other diseases are possible, in that the 

CDiffE architecture with some modifications can be utilized to describe 

dynamics of other mosquito-borne diseases such as Zika and dengue in other 

geographical areas with known historical data. 

 

 

FUTURE RESEARCH AND LIMITATIONS 

 

Certainly more simulations can be set up to further investigate the 

impact of many other parameters, such as bird migration patterns, their 

competence indices and so on. At this stage, the entire proposed CDiffE 

model can act as a complex environment for a higher agent-based model of 

WNV propagation including humans. In such an ABM, human agents can 

move through the CDiffE grid and may get infected. An extension of this 

chapter is studying the dynamics of the human component in such an ABM. 

While, the next fundamental stage of this research is constructing and 

analyzing the above-mentioned ABM, many other areas are left open to 

improve upon. The results presented here may not be most optimum 

outcomes of the system. In this regards, a genetic algorithm with its superior 

ability to escape from local optima, due to its mutation operator, can be 

employed in the calibration process. The simulated annealing algorithm with 

its strengths in combinatorial problems could be also used in the calibration 

process to find the best combination of equation parameters. Furthermore, 

upon availability of quantitative data regarding the infected mosquito pools 

or birds, the infection-related parameters can be tuned. Currently these 
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parameters, including biting rates and transmission parameters, are taken or 

estimated from other studies.  

More recent publications by entomologists and ornithologists on bird 

viremia and their WNV-competence can always be adopted to further tune 

the estimates of corresponding parameters. One essential limitation with the 

proposed model is the implicit assumption of having the same virus 

transmission probabilities form different bird species to mosquitoes. A 

meaningful extension of current model is incorporating various transmission 

probabilities from birds to mosquitoes. Such an extension can be achieved 

by changing equation (3) as follows 

 

𝑀𝑠(𝑡 + 1) = (1 − 𝜇𝑚) [∏(1 − 𝛽𝑚
𝑗
)

𝑏𝑗𝐵𝑖
𝑗(𝑡)

𝐻𝑡(𝑡)+∑ 𝐵𝑡
𝑗

𝑗 (𝑡)

𝑗

]𝑀𝑠(𝑡)

+ (1 − 𝜇𝑚) 𝛾 𝑀𝑎(𝑡) 

 

where βj
m is the virus transmission probability from bird species j to 

mosquitoes. 

Improvement on initialization methods for the mosquito populations 

including the adult-stage and infected mosquito could be another possible 

direction for future work. Such methods may help change the model from a 

seasonal model to a year-around powerful simulation tool. 

Lastly, the model does provide the capability to apply the impact of land 

cover/use on mosquito breeding rates. However, our collected data regarding 

the land cover parameter, L, may not have suitable values to describe the 

capacity of an environment for mosquito production. More practical 

discussions and remedy for this particular parameter is given in the 

Appendix.  
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APPENDIX 

 

Introduction 

 

This Appendix provides additional detail on the work found in the main 

chapter. Specifically, the Appendix provides additional review of the 

literature on the problem at hand, and provides additional details, 

characterization, and explanation of the mathematical parameters applied in 

this work. The Appendix supports the validity of the work in the main 

chapter, and may be of most interest to those who may be interested in 

replicating the work. 
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In North America, at least 59 different species of mosquitoes [1, 2] and 

over 225 species of birds [3, 4] have been found infected with WNV. 

However, not all of the mosquito species act as bridge vectors by feeding on 

both birds and mammals (including humans). There are several studies with 

data on different mosquito species and bridge vectors [5–7]. Only some 

mosquito genera have been reported in each area of the world, and their 

population count heavily depends on weather conditions and landscape 

features [8].  

Avian hosts are believed to be responsible for large-scale spread of 

WNV mainly due to their food seeking activities and somewhat migration 

[9, 10]. Traits and behaviour (e.g., roosting) of each species of birds play an 

important role in prevalence of WNV [11–13]. Among birds, some species 

such as corvidae, commonly referred to as the crow family, are known to be 

competent hosts. The crows become severely ill after the infection and often 

die, whereas many others do not become ill and develop WNV antibodies to 

resist against infection [14]. Host competence is typically determined by the 

duration and magnitude of viremia. The contribution of different bird species 

to WNV transmission to mosquitoes is determined by the combination of 

competence, abundance, and mosquito feeding patterns. Several studies 

have quantitatively determined which host species are more important in 

different parts of North America [15, 16]. Many other studies offers insights 

on mosquito feeding patterns and the role of different bird species (and their 

community structure) in WNV amplification [17–20]. 

Mosquito species differ in their preferred breeding habitats, biting 

behaviour, flight range, life-cycle period, host preference, etc. It is believed 

that differences in mosquito habitat preferences may be the reason why both 

extreme (wet and dry) weather conditions result in outbreaks [21]. A more 

recent study on weather drivers of WNV across North America can be found 

in the work of Paull et al. [22]. The Culex (Cx.) pipiens is the main competent 

WNV vector in the eastern United States and Canada including southern 

Ontario and Quebec [2, 4] and is one of the most important vectors capable 

of amplifying WNV in the bird population [23]. These primarily bird biting 

mosquitoes are mostly found in urban areas and have habitat preferences of 

water with high organic content [21, 24, 25]. Cx. quinquefasciatus is also 
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important in the southeastern part of the United States [26]. Cx. restuans 

mosquito is another competent primarily bird biting vector for WNV. Its 

biting activity is mainly at night, and has a similar breeding habitat as Cx. 

pipiens. The Cx. tarsalis mosquitoes are extremely efficient in preserving 

and intensifying WNV and considered to be the main vector in the Prairie 

provinces of Alberta, Manitoba and Saskatchewan [4, 27–29]. This species, 

similar to other Cx. species, can transmit WNV to its offspring [30]. It feeds 

multiple times on mostly birds and sometimes mammals [4, 31]. The larvae 

of this principal bridge vector in Manitoba can tolerate a wide range of water 

conditions [32]. The species can be found in almost any fresh water source 

except tree holes, including temporary water bodies (e.g., bird baths and 

used tires), alkaline lakes, and salty wetlands [4, 32, 33]. Larval habitat can 

be shared with other species such as Cx. pipiens and several species of Aedes 

and Anopheles [32]. A female can produce eggs multiple times during a 

season [4, 33], although up to 95% of larvae can be lost by predation [32]. 

The life cycle duration depends on temperature, lasting approximately 14 

days at 21° C and only 10 days at 26°C [34]. They are reported to be 

persistent biters at dusk and even during the day [4, 35, 36]. Their foraging 

flight is typically less than one kilometer, but it can be extended well beyond 

six kilometers up to 27 km [23, 32]. The combination of traits that 

characterizes Cx. tarsalis are essential knowledge when developing 

transmission models. 

 

 

Methods 

 

Weather and Landscape Impacts 

 

The daily update equations for reproduction per time-unit, r, hourly 

maturation probability, γ, and hourly probability of natural death of aquatic 

and adult mosquitoes, µa and µm, in the core Difference Equation (DiffE) are 

as follows. 
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𝑟 = 𝑟(𝑇, 𝑅, 𝐿) = [𝛼𝑏𝑒
−𝑎𝑏 (𝑇−𝑇𝑏)

2
] [
(1 + 𝑠𝑏) 𝑒

−𝑟𝑏(𝑅−𝑅𝑏)
2

𝑒−𝑟𝑏(𝑅−𝑅𝑏)
2
+ 𝑠𝑏

] [1 + 𝑤𝐿𝐿]  

𝛾 = 𝛾(𝑇, 𝑅) = [𝛼𝑑𝑒
−𝑎𝑑 (𝑇−𝑇𝑑)

2
] [
(1 + 𝑠𝑑) 𝑒

−𝑟𝑑(𝑅−𝑅𝑑)
2

𝑒−𝑟𝑑(𝑅−𝑅𝑑)
2
+ 𝑠𝑑

] 

𝜇𝑎 = 𝜇𝑎(𝑇, 𝑅) = [𝑐𝑎(𝑇 − 𝑇𝑎)
2 + 𝑑𝑎] [1 +

𝑒𝑎𝑅

1 + 𝑅
] 

𝜇𝑚 = 𝜇𝑚(𝑇) = [𝑐𝑚(𝑇 − 𝑇𝑚)
2 + 𝑑𝑚] 

 

where T and R are daily temperature and rainfall at time-step t. Temperature 

is truncated to be always positive. L is a special linear combination of land 

cover correlations of a mosquito site, which will be explained shortly; and 

the parameter wL basically indicates the importance of land cover of a 

mosquito site. The rest of parameters in this set of functions controls how 

the temperature and rainfall-dependent functions react to the variations of 

weather conditions. A discussion of these parameters can be found in [37]. 

For the scope of this paper, it is only important to tune these parameters 

according to the weather and mosquito surveillance data in Southern 

Manitoba.  

In addition to the functions above, the mosquitoes biting rate (i.e., 

number per unit of time) is also a function of temperature and host 

preference. The host preference is added to the model by multiplying a 

coefficient between zero and one to the mosquitoes biting rate. The effect of 

temperature on (hourly) biting rate is controlled through the following 

equation from [38]. 

 

𝑏 = 𝑏(𝑇) =
1

24
⌊−0.00014 𝑇2 + 0.027 𝑇 − 0.322⌋+ 

 

where 

 

⌊𝑓(𝑥)⌋+ = {
𝑓(𝑥) ; 𝑖𝑓 𝑓(𝑥) > 0
0 ; 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

  

 

According to the Manitoba Land Initiative [39], there are 18 known 

classes and one unknown class of land cover identified in our land cover/use 
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dataset. On the other hand, Bowden et al. [40] report Pearson correlations 

between 14 types of land cover and West Nile Virus disease incidence in 

humans in the United States. The detailed description of their land cover 

types can be found in [41]. The Pearson correlation values and mapping from 

their types of land cover to our classes of land cover can be found in Table 

1. These correlation values combined with the proportional areas of each 

type of land cover in our mosquito sites define the parameter L as follows: 

 

𝐿 =∑𝑙𝑖 × 𝑝𝑖
𝑖

 

 

where li is the proportional area of different land cover classes, and pi is the 

Pearson correlation for each class of land cover. For example, the value of L 

for the mosquito site/cell in Figure 1 is as follows. 

 

𝐿𝐹𝑖𝑔.1 = 0.2 𝑝𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 + 0.33 𝑝𝐴𝑔𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑙𝐹𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 + 0.15 𝑝𝑅𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑠 + 0.32 𝑝𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐵𝑜𝑑𝑦
= 20%× (−0.19) + 33%× 0.3 + 15%× (−0.05) + 32% × 0 = 0.0535

 

 

 

Figure A1. An example of land use/cover classes in a mosquito cell/site. 
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Multiple Bird Species and Rates 

Before describing how the current implementation of the proposed 

CDiffE model differentiates between various bird species, a few facts and 

assumptions are reviewed: 

 

1. For most species, susceptibility to infection is 100% [42], that is, we 

can assume that the transmission probability from an infected 

mosquito to a bird is 100%. To be clear, this virus transmission 

makes a bird infected, but not all the infected birds become 

infectious. 

2. There is no infected bird compartment in our proposed difference 

equation model, but only the infectious bird state. This means a bird 

is marked as infectious only if the infected bird has the competency 

to transmit the virus to another mosquito vector. Otherwise, the 

infected bird remains a susceptible bird in the model. 

3. There are studies on the reservoir competence index value of an 

infected bird, which describes the relative proportion of vector 

mosquitoes that become infectious after feeding on such a bird [42, 

43]. These data could help directly estimate the probability of 

transmission from bird to mosquito, given the contact rate. 

4. Our difference equation model as currently formulated, does not 

differentiate (i.e., per bird species) virus transmission probabilities 

from bird to mosquito. That is βm cannot be a vector or an array. 

Removing this assumption is discussed in the main paper. 

5. For the estimation of mosquito contact rate with each bird species, 

host-seeking mosquitoes’ abundance data and dynamic WNV data 

are necessary. Unfortunately, we did not have access to these data 

from Manitoba. Additionally, host preference of Culex tarsalis 

mosquitoes depends on the species available in a region [44], i.e., 

Cx. tarsalis mosquitoes have opportunistic host-seeking habits [45, 

46]. 

 

Considering the facts 1 – 4, the virus transmission probability from bird 

to mosquito (i.e., βm) is the same for all bird species, and the virus 
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transmission probability from mosquito to bird (i.e., βb) is adjusted based on 

the reservoir competence index for each bird species. That is: 

 

{
∀𝑗 𝛽𝑚

𝑗
= 𝛽𝑚

βb
j
= 𝑐𝑗𝛽𝑏

 

 

where cj is the host competence index for the bird species j. A host 

competence index is a metric to indicate relative number of mosquitoes 

which become infectious as a result of biting the infected host [42, 43].  

Given the fact 5, and the tendency to lower the computational 

complexity of the model, in our implementation, the biting rate (i.e., the 

number of bites made per mosquito per time step) is the same among 

different bird species; and humans’ biting rate is a proportion of birds’ biting 

rate. That is: 

 

{
∀𝑗 𝑏

𝑗 = 𝑏

𝑏ℎ =
1

𝜆
𝑏

 

 

where λ is the ratio of mosquito biting activities on birds to biting activities 

on humans. 

The next two parameters to calculate for birds species are recovery, ζb, 

and death due to infection, δ, probabilities per unit of time. The procedure 

to estimate these two probabilities and associated rates are explained in 

another section. 

 

Bird Species’ Competence Index 

In the DiffE model, host competence indices are used as weights to 

adjust the virus transmission probability (i.e., βb) for each species. Basically, 

if the host viremia is less than an infectious threshold in a day, its 

infectiousness is set at zero for the day. If not, the infectiousness is 

calculated. The average daily infectiousness of birds of the same species is 

then summed over the viremic period to produce the species index [43]. The 

infectiousness threshold used in these studies is for Cx. pipiens mosquitoes, 
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and in general Cx. tarsalis mosquitoes are competent at a lower viremia 

level. However, the threshold is not as important as the fraction of infectious 

mosquitoes used in the calculation of species index [43]. Besides, these 

competence indices are normalized and used as relative weights. So the 

resulting effect on the difference equation model will be almost the same. 

For bird species that had not been tested, the average values from other 

species of the same family or order were used. Strictly speaking, for most of 

missing species, the order average was used except for a few Passeriformes 

where some data for the family was available. Normalized host competence 

indices for some of the birds’ species can be found in Table 2. 

 

Bird Species’ Recovery and Death Rates and Probabilities 

To begin with, assume the experimental studies are available for a 

species. In this case, for each species the following information could be 

obtained from the literature [42, 43]; the fraction of birds who died, (pd), the 

fraction of birds who recovered, (pr), the average number of days to death, 

(nd), and the average number of days to recover from being infectious, (nr). 

In other words, from a statistical perspective, the average probability of 

death is pd for a period of nd days, and the probability of recovery in an 

interval of nr days is pr on average. 

It is important to recall that the difference equation model is formed in 

such a way that the events of death due to infection and recovery from 

infection are two independent events (see equation (6) from the main paper). 

This means infectious birds remain infectious if they do not die and at the 

same time do not recover. Therefore, in estimating each of these two hourly 

probabilities the impact of the other is disregarded. As such, it is reasonable 

to fit a Poisson model with rate parameter θ to the problem in order to 

determine the probability of number of death events (or recovery events) that 

occurred per unit of time. Let kh be the number of events in an interval of h 

hours (or time-steps). Thus, the probability of n events occurring in h hours 

is given by the probability mass function (PMF) of a Poisson distribution as 

follows. 
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𝑃(𝑘ℎ = 𝑛) = 𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑛(𝑘ℎ; 𝜃ℎ) =
(𝜃ℎ)𝑘ℎ𝑒−𝜃ℎ

𝑘ℎ!
 (A.1) 

 

where θ is the hourly rate (i.e., expected number of events per time-step), 

and (θh) is the average number of events in h hours. Consequently, the 

probability of observing at least one event (e.g., death or recovery) per unit 

of time (i.e., h = 1) is given by 

 

𝑃(𝑘1 > 0) = 1 − 𝑃(𝑘1 = 0) = 1 − 𝑒
−𝜃 (A.2) 

  

Now the information regarding each species from the literature can be 

applied to solve the equation (A.1) for θ, and the hourly probability is then 

given by equation (A.2). That is, if θd represents the hourly rate of dying due 

to infection, the probability of not dying due to infection in nd days (i.e., 24nd 

hours) is 

 

𝑃(𝑘24𝑛𝑑 = 0) = 1 − 𝑝𝑑 = 𝑒
−𝜃𝑑(24𝑛𝑑) 

 

where 0 ≤ pd < 1 and nd > 0 can be taken from the literature in [42]. This 

yields  

 

𝜃𝑑 = −
ln(1−𝑝𝑑)

24𝑛𝑑
  (A.3) 

  

As such, the hourly probability of dying due to infection, δ, and leaving 

the infectious state can be derived from the corresponding rate as 

 

𝛿 = 1 − 𝑒−𝜃𝑑   (A.4) 

  

Similarly, if θr represents the hourly rate of recovery from infection, this 

rate will be calculated as 

 

𝜃𝑟 = −
ln(1−𝑝𝑟)

24𝑛𝑟
 (A.5) 
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where 0 ≤ pr < 1 and nr > 0 can be taken from the literature in [42, 43]; and 

consequently, the hourly probability of recovery, ζb, and leaving the 

infectious state is derived from the corresponding rate as follows 

 

𝜁𝑏 = 1 − 𝑒
−𝜃𝑟 (A.6) 

 

For the corner case where pd = 1 (and pr = 0), i.e., all birds die due to 

infection (and no one recovers), the hourly recovery probability, ζb, is simply 

set to zero, but the hourly death probability, δ, is not set to one, thus avoiding 

changing the infectious birds’ state in only one time-step as desired. 

Therefore, in this case, instead of using the equation (A.3), the hourly rate 

of dying due to infection, θd, in equation (A.4) is deliberately set to 1/24nd. 

That is 

 

𝛿 = 1 − 𝑒
−

1

24𝑛𝑑 ;  𝜁𝑏 = 0
 (A.7) 

 

Similarly, for the corner case where pr = 1 (and pd = 0), i.e., when all 

birds recover from infectiousness (and no one dies), the hourly death 

probability, δ, is simply set to zero, but the hourly recovery probability, ζb, 

is not set to one. Herein, the recovery probability, ζb, is given by equation 

(A.6) where the recovery rate of θr takes the value of 1 / 24nr instead of 

taking its value from the equation (A.5). That is  

 

𝜁𝑏 = 1 − 𝑒
−

1

24𝑛𝑟 ;  𝛿 = 0 (A.8) 

 

In summary, where the experimental studies are available for a species, 

death and recovery rates are estimated, and the corresponding probabilities 

are then calculated according to equations (A.1) - (A.6). Herein, the 

parameter nr for species is set to the number of days that the species maintain 

a high level of viremia in their bloodstream to be infectious for mosquitoes. 

These values are taken from the data used in [43]. The other three parameters 

of pd, pr,and nd are taken directly from [42] for a limited number of species. 

These values for a number of bird’s species can be found in Table. 
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Where the experimental data are missing for a species, estimation of 

death and recovery rates for each species were made based on the following 

rules of thumbs and assumptions. 

 

1. For bird species with no reported experimental studies, the average 

values from other species of the same family or order were used 

when there were some data available regarding at least one species 

in these orders/families. 

2. Orders and families reported as incompetent in [47] were given a 

zero death rate, and one recovery rate; unless there was explicitly 

some data reported regarding at least one species in these 

orders/families. This assumption means incompetent birds do not 

die due to infection and will recover from infectiousness in one 

time-step. 

3. When “no signs of clinical illness” were explicitly reported as in 

[42] for a certain order, a zero death rate was given to all their 

species; unless there were explicitly some data reported regarding at 

least one species in this order. This assumption means if birds of a 

certain order do not show any symptoms of the disease, they will 

not die due to infection. 

4. In all other cases where there was no general information available 

regarding a certain order, the recovery rate of a species was set to 

the average recovery rate of all birds with known data. The death 

rate of species of these orders was assumed to be zero. This means 

birds of high WNV mortality such as passerines (and especially 

corvids) are assumed to be known. Therefore, birds with no 

experimental studies must have a negligible (or even zero) death 

rate. Even though these species may have been found dead while 

their bloodstream had an infection, yet one cannot confirm whether 

the death was a direct result of infection without proper 

experimental studies. 
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Hourly rates and probabilities of recovery from infectiousness and death 

due to infection for a number of birds’ species can be found in 

Table 2. 

 

Mosquito Nocturnal Activities 

An average hourly biting probability should at least be split into high 

and low biting activity values for nights and days, respectively. Assuming 

the parameter b̅ indicates the average hourly probability of biting for a 

certain species (or humans), the following equations derives the mosquito 

biting probabilities for nights and days based on daylight hours, D, in a given 

day and ratio of biting activities between nights and days, ω, such that the 

average hourly value holds true for a 24-hour day. 

 

{
 
 

 
 𝑏𝑛𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡

𝑏𝑑𝑎𝑦
= 𝜔 > 1

∑𝑏𝑛𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 + 𝑏𝑑𝑎𝑦 = 24�̅�

⇒ 𝐷𝑏𝑑𝑎𝑦 + (24 − 𝐷)𝜔𝑏𝑑𝑎𝑦 = 24�̅� 

⇒

{
 

 𝑏𝑑𝑎𝑦 =
24

(24 − 𝐷)𝜔 + 𝐷
�̅�

𝑏𝑛𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 = 𝜔𝑏𝑑𝑎𝑦

 

 

where bday and bnight are mosquito biting probabilities during days and nights, 

respectively. This means these two parameters would replace the parameter 

b in the equations (4) and (8) (and the parameter bh in the equation (14)) 

from the main paper, based on the current hour of the day. 

 

 



 

 

Table A1. Birds’ species estimated parameters 

 

Common name c* pd* pr* nd* nr* 24θd* δ* 24θr* ζb* 

Blue Jay 0.7565 75% 25% 4.7 4 0.295 0.01221 0.072 0.00299 

American Crow 0.5931 100% 0% 5.1 N/A 0.196 0.00814 0 0 

Common Grackle 0.4460 33% 67% 4.5 4 0.089 0.00370 0.277 0.01148 

House Finch 0.4057 100% 0% 7 N/A 0.143 0.00593 0 0 

House Sparrow 0.3917 50% 50% 4.7 5 0.147 0.00613 0.139 0.00576 

Black-billed Magpie 0.3563 100% 0% 6 N/A 0.167 0.00692 0 0 

American Robin 0.3287 - - - 3 0.112 0.00466 0.333 0.01379 

Song Sparrow 0.3084 - - - 5 0.112 0.00466 0.200 0.00830 

American Kestrel 0.2477 - - - 3 0 0 0.333 0.01379 

Brewer's Blackbird 0.2177 - - - 4 0.044 0.00185 0.250 0.01036 

Great Horned Owl 0.2133 - - - 4 0 0 0.250 0.01036 

Red-tailed Hawk 0.1623 - - - 5 0 0 0.200 0.00830 

Red-winged Blackbird 0.1349 - - - 3 0.044 0.00185 0.333 0.01379 

Northern Mockingbird 0.0934 - - - 2 0.112 0.00466 0.500 0.02062 

European Starling 0.0541 - - - 4 0.112 0.00466 0.250 0.01036 

Northern Flicker 0.0452 - - - 2 0 0 0.500 0.02062 

Swainson's Thrush 0.0376 - - - 1 0.112 0.00466 1 0.04081 

Mourning Dove 0.0285 - - - 3 0 0 0.333 0.01379 

Gray Catbird 0.0248 - - - 1 0.112 0.00466 1 0.04081 

Rock Pigeon 0.0013 - - - 1 0 0 1 0.04081 

Brown-headed Cowbird 0 - - - 1 0 0 1 0.04081 

Ring-necked Pheasant 0 - - - 1 0 0 1 0.04081 
* c: relative competence index; pd : percent of birds who died due to infection;; pr : percent of birds who recovered; nd : mean number of days till death due to infection 

occurred; nr : number of infectiosness days; 24θd : daily death rate; δ : hourly death probability; 24θr : daily recovery rate; ζb : hourly recovery probability.
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Parameter Calibration and Model Validation 

 

The obtained trap data in Manitoba [29] does not provide sufficient 

information regarding the number of infected mosquitoes for validation and 

tuning purposes, as the data only indicate if there is at least one infected 

mosquito in a given week in a community, and they do not provide any 

information about the number of infected pools. The data from 2004 to 2013 

are used as training data for calibration and tuning purposes, and the data 

from 2014 is then used for validation as the test data. Alternatively, we could 

have performed a k-fold cross-validation on the limited available dataset by 

partitioning the data into different training and test years and averaging the 

results over all the rounds. This is often carried out in statistical prediction 

models, particularly when few data are available, and it would have been 

especially crucial if the intent was to report an accuracy report for a finalized 

software package for WNV prediction in Manitoba for all years. However, 

the calibration process was very time-consuming in this work. As well, the 

goal here was to achieve acceptable behaviour to proceed with the CDiffE 

or a higher ABM to study various scenarios. After performing the calibration 

procedure, for further simulations, either the test year or the average of all 

years was used. 

There are two general choices for correlation calculations: Pearson and 

Spearman rank order. The Pearson correlation compares the absolute 

numbers. It is more sensitive to outliers, such as wrong trap data in this 

application, yet it uses most of the information available from the data. It is 

notable that other than many missing data, it was confirmed that some traps 

may had failed for various reasons for any given week. This information was 

not available in the obtained data though. Alternatively, Spearman rank 

order correlation does not need such accurate data, as it only considers the 

ranks (orders) of numbers. For example, as long as the model’s output for 

week two is higher than week one and less than week three, and this is also 

the case in the trap data, the correlation is 100%. The Spearman rank 

correlation is only good to achieve the relative trend, and not the amplitude 

of changes. Therefore, the data over different communities for every single 

week were summed up and treated as the total count for each week. This 
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figure is compared against the total density of mosquitoes in those 

communities in the model for each week to be used in the sensitive Pearson 

correlation; whereas the Spearman rank correlation was applied to compare 

every single pair of weeks and communities. A linear combination of both 

metrics with equal weights was chosen as the first fitness function. The 

second fitness function was the ratio between the total number of CDC 

trapped mosquitoes in a year, and the total mosquitoes generated in the 

simulation year. As such, the calibration algorithm had two key objectives: 

(1) maximizing the correlation, (2) minimizing the population difference. 

The weights of each of these two fitness functions for the correlation-

oriented, population-oriented, and balanced-approach solutions are seven to 

three, three to seven, five to five, respectively. 

The optimization process produced some solutions with excellent 

performance in some years, but very poor matching trends in other years. 

Therefore, a minor penalty was applied to the solutions where the correlation 

was negative in a year. This penalty was imposed to achieve a general 

solution for producing a fair result in all years from 2004 to 2013. 

 

 

Results and Discussion 

 

Calibration Results 

 

For the scope of this paper, the human component is not yet added to the 

simulation implementations. This assumes Ht is zero in its all corresponding 

equations. The values of equation parameters for each of the three solutions 

are given in Table A2. The generally suggested values for daily rate of these 

parameters for an equivalent DE model is given in Table  [37]. 

All the simulation runs were given an initial (small) number of 2000 × 

(1 + wL L) mosquitoes in each mosquito site in the CDC week no. 21 (i.e., 

approximately the last week of April). It is notable that the parameter αb and 

wL are the same in all solutions as the model is highly sensitive to changes 

on these two parameters (see [37] for a discussion on the sensitivity of model 

to the reproduction rate). Accounting for the impact of wL, an αb value of 12 
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is associated to a maximum of 288 eggs, laid by each adult female mosquito 

during a day which is in agreement with biological studies [48]. The second 

parameter of wL defines the impact of landscape features on mosquito 

habitat. While it may have been expected to have a high value of close to 

one for wL, its value was set at 0.1 by the optimizer. The reason can be 

explained via Figure where the parameter L (i.e., land use correlation with 

the number of WNV human cases) for Southern Manitoba is depicted.  
 

Table A2. Numerical values of equation parameters for each of the 

three solutions of calibration process 
 

 Correlation-oriented Population-oriented Balanced-approach 

αb 12 12 12 

ab 1E-5 1E-06 3.866E-6 

Tb 22 25 24 

sb 2 1.799 1.819 

rb 0.006 0.008 0.009 

rd 0.004 0.006 0.006 

Td 23 26 25 

Rb 20 20 17 

ad 0.04 0.04 0.029 

αd 1E-5 6.36E-05 1.671E-5 

sd 2.245 3.655 3.774 

Rd 22 18 17 

ca 1E-10 1E-10 1.019E-10 

da 1.36E-4 6.64E-05 1.688E-4 

Ta 27 28 25 

ea 0.001 0.0001 0.001 

cm 1.474E-4 3.79E-05 4.587E-5 

Tm 25 28 28 

dm 2.725E-4 0.001 9.919E-4 

wL 0.1 0.1 0.1 

 

As shown in Figure A2, approximately the half of southern Manitoba 

(i.e., the area of interest of this study) has a negative correlation with WNV 

human cases in comparison to the whole North America. As such, high 

values of wL could have significantly reduced the total number of mosquitoes 

generated in many grid cells, which is not desired and is penalized in the 

fitness function of the optimization process. So, a low positive value of 0.1 

was selected by the optimizer as wL to avoid underproduction of mosquitoes 
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and to achieve a high Pearson correlation at the same time. However, if in a 

specific application the population census is not as important as having a 

higher Pearson correlation, the value of wL could be carefully increased and 

fixed. Once the value of wL is updated, an optimizing search for tuning other 

parameters is recommended though. A report on the variations of wL is given 

in another section.  
 

Table A3. Suggested values of the corresponding daily rates for some 

of the equation parameters from various sources as reported in [37]. 

Some values are derived based on the reported values in [37] 
 

Parameter Value Parameter Value Parameter Value 

αb 300/day Td 22 °C ca 2.5E-9/day 

ab 0.015/day Rb 10 mm da 0.015/day 

Tb 22°C ad 0.011 /day Ta 20°C 

sb 1.2/day αd 0.0875/day ea 1.1/day 

rb 0.05/day sd 1.5/day cm 0.0005/day 

rd 0.05/day Rd 15 mm Tm 28°C 

dm 0.04/day wL N/A   

 

 

 

Figure A2. Weighted average land cover correlation with the number of WNV human 

cases (i.e., the parameter L) where the dark blue color denotes a non-positive 

correlation. 
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Generally, vegetation type and water bodies are the two main elements 

that need to be described by landscape variables or indexes. An alternative 

for land cover impacts in WNV modelling is to directly calculate mosquito-

related indexes for the land. As an example, normalized difference 

vegetation index (NDV), which assess the land cover from a vegetation 

perspective with a numerical value between -1 and 1, has been identified and 

used as a risk factor for mosquito abundance models [21, 49, 50]. Other 

landscape parameters used in the WNV literature to describe mosquito 

habitat include stream density, slope percent, soil type, and distance to the 

nearest wetlands/bogs [10, 21, 49]. 

 

 

Model Validation 

 

Supplementary to what presented in the main paper, Figure here shows 

degree day accumulation base 14.3°C [29, 51] for a simulation performed 

for 2014. The degree day function used in Figure is derived from [52]. 

Cumulative degree days map [51] are shown in Figure as the Manitoba 

government as well as many modellers explicitly employ degree days as an 

indicator of WNV activities. The reason is that the development of 

mosquitoes and the virus both need warm weather over a period of time. 

Degree-days index for a given day shows the number of degrees Celsius the 

mean temperature of the day is below or above a pre-defined base threshold. 

For Cx. tarsalis mosquitoes, the base number is estimated to be 14.3°C, and 

the activation of virus (extrinsic incubation period) requires 109 Degree-

Days (DD) [53]. Reference [54] gives an example of degree days WNV 

models. Although degree days were not explicitly used in the proposed 

cellular model, the model output considers it to some extent. This confirms 

the importance of temperature on the mosquito life-cycle and WNV 

activities. The impact of temperature is explicitly assessed and reported in 

the main paper. 
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Sensitivity Report 

Changes of the average of the three evaluation metrics for the balanced-

approach solution in response to variations of wL is plotted in Figure  for all 

the years from 2004 to 2014. As shown in Figure , expectedly, the average 

Pearson correlation gradually rises as the value of wL goes up to a maximum 

threshold of approximately 1.3, and then a marginal decreasing trend begins. 

For the low or even negative values of wL, the Spearman rank-order 

correlation remains almost constant at around 50% followed by a sharp 

decrease beginning at a positive value of 0.2 for wL; whereas the population 

scale has a steady declining trend as the value of wL increases. 

 

 
Week 27 in 2014 

Figure 3. (Continued). 
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Week 30 in 2014 

 
Source: Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada [51]. 

Figure 3. The map of cumulative degree-days. 
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Figure 4. Variations of average of the three metrics for 2004 to 2014 with respect to 

landscape weight (wL). 

 

Future Research and Limitations 

 

Using the number of WNV cases among humans in North America to 

indicate the importance of each specific land cover class for mosquito 

breeding is likely not the best solution. As such the weight, wL, of the land 

cover parameter, L, may not have proper impact to describe the capacity of 

an environment for mosquito production. This is the primary reason why 

there is a relatively high number of generated mosquitoes in water regions 

which have an unknown value of L in the collected dataset. If suitable data 

regarding the landscape features are available, the land cover parameter (L) 

could also directly affect the alpha parameter of the birth rate (αb) as to 

indicate the environment carrying capacity of female adult mosquitoes. 

Alternative solutions to quantitatively map each land cover class to a 

mosquito density descriptor could be crucial future research. Within this 

context, simple fuzzy rule-based systems could be used to transfer experts’ 

knowledge of preferred land cover by mosquitoes. Such a fuzzy system 
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would consider the proportion of each land cover class present in a mosquito 

cell, and would then produce one (or more) descriptor(s) for mosquito birth 

rate or habitat preference. Once the fuzzy system is constructed, all the wL 

values or other similar metrics could be pre-calculated for each mosquito 

cell. Then, the values would be loaded when the simulation is started to boost 

the performance. 
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